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Structural Analysis of Small Molecule Binding to the BAZ2A and BAZ2B Bromodomains

Dr. Andrea Dalle Vedove,[a] Dr. Dimitrios Spiliotopoulos,[b] Dr. Vito G. D’Agostino,[a] Dr. Jean-Rémy Marchand,[b] Dr. Andrea Unzue,[c] Prof. Cristina Nevado,[c] Dr. Graziano Lolli,*[b] and Prof. Amedeo Cafisch*[ab]

Abstract: The bromodomain-containing protein BAZ2A is a validated target in prostate cancer, while the function of its paralog BAZ2B is still undefined. The bromodomains of BAZ2A and BAZ2B have a very similar binding site for their natural ligand, the acetylated lysine side chain. Here, we present an analysis of the binding modes of eight compounds belonging to three distinct chemical classes. For all compounds, the moiety mimicking the natural ligand makes essentially identical interactions in the BAZ2A and BAZ2B bromodomains. In contrast, the rest of the molecule is partially solvent exposed and shows different orientations and interactions in the two bromodomains. Some of these differences could be exploited for designing selective inhibitors within the BAZ2 bromodomain subfamily.

Introduction

Bromodomains are epigenetic reader modules that recognize acetylated lysines (Kac) in histones and other proteins; they are associated with additional domains involved in chromatin remodeling and transcriptional regulation (histone acetylases, methyltransferases, transcription factors and helicases) [1].

Bromodomain adjacent to zinc finger domain protein 2A (BAZ2A) is over-expressed in prostate cancer (PCa), inducing aberrant gene silencing [2]. BAZ2A expression correlates both with PCa aggressiveness and recurrence and with the evolution of a metastatic phenotype. Invasion and migration of metastatic PCa cells are drastically impaired upon BAZ2A knockdown. The chromatin template activities of BAZ2A mediate its oncogenic effects, making its bromodomain a promising target to interfere with PCa progression and recurrence. BAZ2A induces aberrant gene silencing in prostate cancer also cooperating with Enhancer of Zest Homolog 2 (EZH2), whose altered expression is linked to malignancy and poor prognosis [3]. Three EZH2 inhibitors are currently being tested in clinical trials [4].

The bromodomain of BAZ2B shares with its paralog BAZ2A a very similar Kac-binding site (76% sequence identity and 93% similarity). The physiological function of BAZ2B is still unknown, while single nucleotide polymorphisms in the BAZ2B gene locus have been associated with sudden cardiac death [5].

First fragment binders for BAZ2B have been identified by Ciulli and coworkers in 2013 [6]. In contrast to the members of the BET (bromo and extraterminal domain) subfamily of human bromodomains for which many potent and selective inhibitors have been developed (with 11 of them currently being tested in clinical trials [4]), the BAZ2 bromodomains have a shallow Kac binding pocket with only two potent inhibitors developed so far, unable to discriminate between the two paralogs [7-8].

Here we report eight crystallographic structures of small molecules from three different chemical classes in complex with the BAZ2A bromodomain; structures for seven of these molecules were also determined in complex with the bromodomain of BAZ2B. Comparison of those structures has allowed the identification of common and divergent features in the binding modes of fragments/small molecules to the two BAZ2 bromodomains, providing additional hints for the development of specific BAZ2A or BAZ2B bromodomain inhibitors. Additionally, one of the BAZ2A structures derives from a novel crystallographic packing and space group and was determined at a resolution of 1.1 Å, constituting the highest resolution structure for this bromodomain determined to date.

Results and Discussion

The eight small molecules selected for structural studies in complex with BAZ2A and BAZ2B belong to three different chemical classes (Table 1). The 1-methylpyridinone bearing compounds 1-5 were prioritized following in silico screening and competition binding assays, starting from a parent fragment identified in a previous screening campaign [9]. The 3-amino-2-methylpyridine derivatives 6-7 and the acetyl-indole compound 8...
had been identified previously as BAZ2B ligands and represent interesting molecules for further optimization of their potency and selectivity [10-11]. We first present the results of a substructure search (from fragment 1 of ref. 8) followed by a comparison of the binding sites of BAZ2A and BAZ2B, and then we analyze differences in binding modes and interaction motifs.

Table 1. Binding activity for compounds 1-8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>% Ctrl&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>IC&lt;sub&gt;50&lt;/sub&gt; (µM)</th>
<th>K&lt;sub&gt;D&lt;/sub&gt; (µM)</th>
<th>PDB</th>
<th>% Ctrl&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>IC&lt;sub&gt;50&lt;/sub&gt; (µM)</th>
<th>K&lt;sub&gt;D&lt;/sub&gt; (µM)</th>
<th>PDB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Structure 1" /></td>
<td>73</td>
<td>&gt;820</td>
<td>&gt;400</td>
<td>6FG6</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6FH6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Structure 2" /></td>
<td>84</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>6FGF</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6FH7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Structure 3" /></td>
<td>&gt;90</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6FGV</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6FGT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Structure 4" /></td>
<td>57</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6FGW</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6FGU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Structure 5" /></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6FGG</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Structure 6" /></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6FGH</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>&gt;500&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5L96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Structure 7" /></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6FGI</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>279&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5L8T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Structure 8" /></td>
<td>42</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6FGI</td>
<td>29&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>54&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dashes indicate data not acquired. * Residual binding of the H3K(Ac)14 peptide at 1 mM compound concentration measured by AlphaScreen; lower percentage values indicate tighter binding of compound. ** Determined by Alphascreen. *** Determined by BROMOscan. δ Reported in reference [10], by Alphascreen. e Residual binding at 0.05 mM measured by AlphaScreen in reference [11]. f Reported in reference [11], by BROMOscan. Compounds 6 and 7 were tested as racemic mixtures.
Substructure search

With the aim of increasing specificity for BAZ2A versus BAZ2B, we performed a substructure search using the N-methyl-2-pyridone-6-carboxamide head (from fragment 1 of ref. 8) as a query on the ZINC15 database. This search yielded 444 compounds that include a positively charged, H-bond donor, or halogen-bond donor tail, as to reach BAZ2A Glu1820 side chain (whose corresponding residue is Leu1891 in BAZ2B). These compounds were docked to the BAZ2A structure from the complex with fragment 1 of ref. 8 (PDB 5MGJ) using the program SEED [12-13]. In all BAZ2A structures available at the time, Glu1820 adopted the mm rotamer ($\chi = -65^\circ$). On the other hand, we noticed that this residue is not involved in any intramolecular interactions and changed it for docking to the pt rotamer ($\chi = 63^\circ$), which points towards the interior of the cavity, emulating an induced fit. Charged compounds were ranked according to the electrostatic energy while uncharged compounds according to consensus scoring as in our previous work (see Methods). A total of 22 compounds (14 with a positively charged amino group and 8 non-charged) were selected and tested for BAZ2A binding at single dose in the AlphaScreen assay (Table S1). Dose response curves of the most active compounds were then obtained using the AlphaScreen assay and or the BROMOscan assay (Table 1 and Fig. S1 and S2). Compound 5 is the most active against the BAZ2A bromodomain in both assays with an IC50 value of 88 $\mu$M and a Kd of 17 $\mu$M. It has been reported by several groups that the Kd values measured by the BROMOscan assay are up to an order of magnitude more favorable than the IC50 values obtained by AlphaScreen [14-17]. Overall, the substructure search resulted in five new crystal structures but only a modest improvement of affinity with respect to the original hit (from a Kd of 51 $\mu$M for fragment 1 of ref. 8 to a Kd of 17 $\mu$M for ligand 5 in this work).

The structure of the bulky compound 5 could not be determined in complex with BAZ2B; packing constraints impeded binding of the compound by soaking, while co-crystallization yielded no crystals. In contrast, binding of the compound in BAZ2A induced a new crystallographic packing through the stacking of two symmetry-related 2-benzoxazolinone moieties bound to two neighboring protein chains (Fig. S3). The X-ray structure was determined at a 1.1 Å resolution, which represents the highest resolution structure for the BAZ2A bromodomain so far. The new orthorhombic crystallographic packing has no influence on the pose of compound 5, as a very similar binding mode was observed in the significantly lower resolution structure (3.0 Å, not shown) which was obtained by soaking the compound in the usual triclinic crystal form. The only difference resides in the highly-degraded electron density for the terminal N,N-dimethylamylamine group in the lower resolution structure. The slightly higher affinity of compound 5 with respect to the other 1-methylpyrididine derivatives 1-4 can be explained by the T-shaped π-π stacking interaction between the 2-benzoxazolinone ring and Trp1816 (Fig. 1). Moreover, the N,N-dimethylamylamine substituent of compound 5 is involved in additional van der Waals interactions with the aforementioned tryptophan residue, while the non-optimal geometry makes questionable whether a cation-π interaction between the same groups also favorably contributes to the binding energy. The terminal dimethylamine is also in close proximity to Glu1878, which would need to switch to a different conformer in order to establish an ionic interaction; such a rearrangement is not observed and Glu1878 remains involved in the intramolecular electrostatic interaction with Lys1881, as observed in the other BAZ2A structures.

Comparison of BAZ2A and BAZ2B binding sites

The holoh structures of BAZ2A and BAZ2B here presented show common features irrespective of the bound inhibitor. The Kac-binding sites have similar parallelepiped-like shape largely defined by the ZA loop (residues 1813-1838 and 1884-1909 in BAZ2A and BAZ2B, respectively) and BC loop (residues 1873-1877 and 1944-1948 in BAZ2A and BAZ2B, respectively). In complexes with different ligands, the BAZ2A bromodomain shows no significant structural deviations in the loops. Upon superposition over all C α atoms the maximal pairwise rmsd is 0.56 Å for C α atoms in the BC loop and 0.70 Å for C α atoms in the ZA loop (Fig. 2a). In BAZ2B structures, a larger flexibility is observed for the ZA loop while the BC loop, similarly to BAZ2A, shows limited positional variability (max pairwise rmsd of 0.44 Å for C α atoms in the BC loop and 1.34 Å for C α atoms in the ZA loop, Fig. 2b). The plasticity of the ZA loop emerges also from the structural overlap of the two bromodomains with a deviation as large as 1.8 Å between the C α atoms of Leu1826 in BAZ2A and the corresponding BAZ2B Leu1897 residue (in complex with compound 8, PDB codes 6FGL and 5E73) while the largest deviation in the BC loop is smaller than 1.0 Å (Fig. 2c). The higher disorder of the ZA loop in BAZ2B might originate, at least in part, from the presence of Pro1824 in BAZ2A whose corresponding residue is Leu1895 in BAZ2B. On the other hand, the crystal packing could differently influence loops flexibility in the two bromodomains, an effect that is difficult to weight accurately.

BAZ2A seems to have a reduced aperture of the binding site with respect to BAZ2B if one considers distances between corresponding pairs of backbone atoms in the two loops. However, a more detailed analysis reveals that the effective space available to the ligand is essentially identical in the two bromodomains, since the distance between the two side chains that protrude from the two loops to the center of the binding site is in both cases about 8.3 Å, as measured between the tip of the gatekeeper side chain and the ZA loop Val1827 or Val1898 (in BAZ2A or BAZ2B, respectively, Fig. 2c).

Figure 1. Binding mode of compound 5. The amide linker of compound 5 (green) can assume two conformations in the BAZ2A pocket.
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Figure 3. Binding modes in the acetyl-recognizing region of BAZ2A and BAZ2B Kac pockets.

a) Scatter plot of the hydrogen bond distances between compounds 1-8 (Table 1) and the conserved asparagine (Asn1873 in BAZ2A and Asn1944 in BAZ2B) and water molecule at the bottom of the Kac pocket of the two bromodomains. Numbers denote the ligand, symbols the chemical class (square for 1-methylpyridinone compounds 1-5, circle for 3-amino-2-methylpyridine derivatives 6-7, and triangle for the acetyl-indole 8), and color the bromodomain (orange and cyan for BAZ2A and BAZ2B, respectively). Distances for the 1,3-dimethyl-benzimidazolone (5OR8 in complex with BAZ2A, light-orange diamond) and the two 1-methyl-cyclopentapyrazole derivatives (5ORB and 5OR9, in complex with BAZ2B, blue diamonds), which were recently described [20], are also included. Note that compounds 6, 7, and the ligands in 5ORB and 5OR9 have a nitrogen atom in an aromatic ring as hydrogen bond acceptor while all other compounds have a carbonyl oxygen as acceptor as well as for the hydroxyl oxygen of 1,2-ethanediol in BAZ2A (PDB 4LZ2).

b) Hydrogen bond pattern at the bottom of the BAZ2A Kac pocket is represented for the different chemical classes. 1-methylpyridinone (compound 3, green) and 3-amino-2-methylpyridine (compound 7, yellow) derivatives form a hydrogen bond with the conserved water molecule W1; the acetyl-indole derivative 8 (purple) is closer to Asn1873 than to W1.

Comparison of binding modes

In the deepest part of the pocket, i.e., the one that recognizes the acetyl moiety of Kac, the acetyl oxygen forms hydrogen bonds with the side chains of the evolutionary conserved Asn1873 and Tyr1901 in BAZ2A (Asn1944 and Tyr1901 in BAZ2B), the latter interaction involving a structurally conserved water molecule (W1) acting as a bridge. Both hydrogen bonds are present in all crystal structures of BAZ2A/B reported in this work as well as in those disclosed previously with the exception of the complex between BAZ2B and 6-hydroxyindole in which the NH of the ligand replaces the water W1 (PDB code 5E9I) [18]. The scatter plot in Fig. 3a shows that the distance to the bridging water is shorter than the distance to the side chain of the conserved asparagine for all compounds (except for the acetyl-indole derivative 8) in agreement with previous reports [14, 19-20]. Interestingly, the hydrogen bond distances can be clustered on the basis of the compounds chemical class independently of the bound bromodomain. The distance to the structurally conserved water reflects the degree of burial of the compounds (Fig. 3b). The 1-methylpyridinone compounds 1-5 bind deeper in the Kac pocket in comparison to compounds from the other chemical classes. The hydrogen bond distance to the side chain NH of the conserved Asn is relatively large (3.2 to 3.5 Å) for the ligands with an aromatic nitrogen atom (pyridine) acting as hydrogen bond acceptor (compounds 6, 7, and the ligands in 5OR9 and 5ORB) while it is significantly shorter (2.7 to 3.0 Å) for all other compounds which have a carbonyl oxygen as acceptor as well as for the hydroxyl oxygen of 1,2-ethanediol in BAZ2A (PDB 4LZ2).

Figure 2. Flexibility and structural variations in BAZ2A and BAZ2B bromodomains

a) Superposition of BAZ2A structures in complex with compounds 1-8 (Table 1) shows limited variability in the BC and ZA loops.
b) Superposition of BAZ2B structures in complex with compounds 1-4 and 6-8 shows higher flexibility of the ZA loop.
c) Binding site aperture and distances of main interaction motifs in BAZ2A and BAZ2B bromodomains. BAZ2A (orange, PDB 6FGL) and BAZ2B (cyan, PDB 5E73) structures deviate significantly from each other at the tip of the ZA loop (Leu1826 in BAZ2A and Leu1897 in BAZ2B); superposition is shown for structures in complex with compound 8. The substitution of Pro1824 in BAZ2A to Leu1895 in BAZ2B could play a role in the observed divergence as well as in the larger flexibility of the loop in BAZ2B. Another relevant difference in the Kac pocket of the two bromodomains resides in the gatekeeper residue, Val1879 in BAZ2A and Ile1950 in BAZ2B. Aperture of the binding site is similar in the two bromodomains as shown by the dashed lines connecting the tip of the side chains of the gatekeeper residue and the opposite valine (Val1879-Val1827 indicated by a red dashed line for BAZ2A, and Ile1950-Val1898 indicated by a blue dashed line for BAZ2B).

In the middle part of the cavity, the difference in the gatekeeper Val1879 in BAZ2A to Ile1950 in BAZ2B imposes a tilting of the aromatic ring constituting the head group of the various molecules reported here. The influence of the gatekeeper residue on the orientation of small-molecule ligands in the Kac binding site has been already reported [11]. The observed tilting is only about 10 degrees in compounds 6-7 that bear the small 2-methylpyridine head group (Fig. 4a), where the anchoring nitrogen atom is part of the aromatic ring (a pyridine), and more pronounced (between 15 and 25 degrees, depending on the inhibitor, Fig. 4b) in the case of the more protruding and larger 1-methylpyridinone and acetyl-indole head groups in compounds 1-4 and 8, respectively.

Figure 4. Tilting of the compounds head group induced by the different gatekeeper residues varies with the chemical scaffold of the ligand.

a) Head group in compound 7 tilts by only 10° in BAZ2B (cyan) with respect to BAZ2A (orange). The angle of the aromatic planes is shown by two segments (green with angle value in red).

b) Tilting is more pronounced in compound 3 (24°). Colour code same as above.

The largest difference in BAZ2A/B binding are observed for the tail moiety, as evident for compounds 1, 2, and 8 (Fig. 5). In BAZ2B, the ethylenediamine tail of compound 1 closely follows the route of the Kac residue in histone peptides bound to BAZ2A and BAZ2B (PDB 4QBM, 4QC1 and 4QC3) [21]; in BAZ2A, the same tail is rotated by about 60° and close to Trp1816 and Pro1817 of the WPF shelf (Fig. 5a). The divergence can be exacerbated by differences in sequence and structure between BAZ2A and BAZ2B in the more external part of the Kac binding pocket. Compound 2 binds to BAZ2A with its fluorophenyl tail in hydrophobic contact with Leu1826 at the tip of the ZA loop (Fig. 5b). In BAZ2B, the tail is rotated by about 180° and the fluorophenyl moiety is in contact with Leu1891, corresponding to Glu1820 in BAZ2A. The crystallographic packings do not influence the orientation of compound 2 in both bromodomain structures.

Figure 5. Similar binding modes of head groups to BAZ2A (orange) and BAZ2B (cyan) and differences in the tail groups.

a) The binding mode of compound 1 to BAZ2B is similar to that of Kac to BAZ2A (PDB 4QBM, yellow) and BAZ2B (4QC1, purple). The tail of compound 1 is oriented differently in BAZ2A and BAZ2B.

b) The tail of compound 2 orients in opposite directions in BAZ2A and BAZ2B.

c) Positions of the two substituents in compound 8 are inverted in BAZ2A and BAZ2B. The side chain of Glu1820 in BAZ2A is present in double conformation assuming the mm and mt rotamers.

Compound 8 shows substantial differences in its binding mode to the two BAZ2 bromodomains (Fig. 5c). The 3-amino-1-acetyl-indole head group is tilted due to the difference in the gatekeeper residue. The head group bears two additional substituents on the nitrogen in position 3, which are different in size, a small acetyl group and a bulkier 2-methyl-5-hydroxybenzene ring. The two substituents are oriented in opposite directions in the two bromodomains. In BAZ2A the smaller gatekeeper Val1879 keeps the acetyl-indole ring close to the WPF shelf so that the acetyl group is in van der Waals contact with Trp1816 and Pro1817, whereas the 2-methyl-5-hydroxybenzene ring is oriented towards Asn1823 and Leu1826.
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on the tip of the ZA loop. In BAZ2B the gatekeeper Ile1950 pushes the acetyl-indole ring away from the WPF shelf; the 2-methyl-5-hydroxybenzene ring is now in contact with Trp1887 and Pro1888 while the acetyl group occupies the reduced space (in comparison with BAZ2A) towards the tip of the ZA loop also forming a hydrogen bond with main chain nitrogen of Asn1894.

**Selectivity filters in BAZ2A**

Two variations in sequence between BAZ2A and BAZ2B, Val1879 to Ile1950 (Fig. 4, the gatekeeper residue) and Glu1820 to Leu1891, are putative selectivity determinants which were not fully explored by the compounds reported here. In spite of interesting differences in their binding modes to BAZ2A and BAZ2B, similar affinity for both bromodomains were measured for all tested compound (Table 1 and S1).

For ligands 1-4, tails are involved in a limited number of contacts with the protein matrices; moreover, the electron density rapidly degrades moving towards the more external part of the inhibitors, indicating high flexibility and possible multiple conformations for these tails. The positively charged tails of compounds 1, 3 and 4 in BAZ2A are correctly oriented towards Glu1820 (Leu1891 in BAZ2B), but are too flexible and short to be involved in electrostatic interactions (Fig. 6). Nevertheless, they represent interesting vectors to explore this difference in sequence. The tail of compound 5 contacts residues that are conserved between the two bromodomains and the binding mode in BAZ2B would be probably similar to that observed in BAZ2A (Fig. 1). In BAZ2A, the positively charged tail of ligand 5 is oriented towards Glu1878 and thus points in the opposite direction with respect to the side chain of Glu1820. Substitutions in different positions of an aromatic ring that acts as spacer (like the 2-benzoxazolinone of compound 5) could prove useful in correctly reorienting a terminal positively charged group towards Glu1820 while keeping the π-π stacking interaction with Trp1816.

**Conclusions**

We present eight new structures of the BAZ2A bromodomain in complex with small molecules that originate from the expansion of fragment hits identified by docking. While the BAZ2A/B ligands 6-8 were reported previously [10-11], compounds 1-5 are disclosed here for the first time. They are derivatives of the N-methyl-2-pyridone-5-carboxamide head (i.e., fragment 1 of Ref. 8) which were identified by substructure search and docking with evaluation of binding energy using a force field energy with electrostatic desolvation effects. Compound 5 showed a slightly better binding affinity to BAZ2A with respect to docking fragments 1-4 and to the parent fragment (1 of Ref. 8). The complex with compound 5 was determined in a new space group and crystallographic packing and constitutes the so far highest resolution structure for the BAZ2A bromodomain. The eight hole structures of BAZ2A supplement the seven structures already deposited in the PDB (viz., apo, the complex with the acetylated H4 peptide, and five complexes with fragments/small molecules) and together constitute a large dataset for a detailed description of small molecules binding to the Kac binding site of BAZ2A.

We focused the analysis on the comparison with the very similar pocket of the cognate BAZB bromodomain for which many hole structures are available in the PDB. Structures of seven small molecules are available in complex with both bromodomains (four of them in complex with BAZ2B also reported here for the first time). Four main observations emerge from the comparative analysis. First, the slightly lower flexibility observed for the ZA loop in BAZ2A is likely due to the presence of Pro1824 whose corresponding BAZ2B residue is Leu1895. Second, in the deepest part of the pocket residues are conserved between the two bromodomains and the anchoring of the head group is largely related to its chemical identity and shape. Third, the difference in the gatekeeper residue induces a tilting of the head group (acetyl-lysine mimic) which can influence the orientation of the substituents (e.g., compound 8, Fig. 5c). Fourth, the BAZ2A Glu1820 side chain (whose corresponding BAZ2B residue is Leu1891) can assume rotameric configurations directing its
negative charge towards the Kac pocket which suggests that this residue can be exploited as a specificity determinant for small molecules binding to BAZ2A versus BAZ2B.

Experimental Section

Substructure search, docking and ranking

A library of 444 molecules was obtained by substructure search using the N-methyl-2-pyridone-5-carboxamide (the head of compound 1 of Ref. 8) as query on the ZINC15 database. Compounds that did not include a positively charged or H-bond or halogen-bond donor tail, theoretically capable of reaching BAZ2A Glu1820 side chain, or that presented unwanted substitutions on the head group (i.e., in position 6) were discarded. The molecular weight of these molecules ranges from 166.1 to 412.2 g/mol with a median of 252.2 g/mol. The number of rotatable bonds ranges from 1 to 12 with a median of 4. The number of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors ranges from 0 to 3 with a median of 1 and from 1 to 6 with a median of 4, respectively.

For each of the 444 derivatives (96 with a positively charged amino group and 348 non-charged) of N-methyl-2-pyridone-5-carboxamide, 100 conformers were generated relying on the RDKit [22] and parametrized using CGenFF [23-24]. The program SEED [12-13] was employed for docking to the BAZ2A structure (PDB 5MGJ with Glu1820 in the pI rotameric configuration) a total of 44400 conformers. The poses of the charged compounds were ranked according to the electrostatic interaction energy with approximation of solvent screening effects by the generalized-Born model with numerical evaluation of the Born radii [25]. The uncharged molecules were ranked according to consensus scoring using the median rank of three energy terms as in our previous work [9] with the difference that the van der Waals weighting the van der Waals efficiency favors small molecules with a small number of non-hydrogen atoms.

Compound Purity.

Compounds 1-7 were purchased from Enamine. Compound 8 was synthesized as previously described [11]. The purity of the molecules was analyzed by HPLC-MS and NMR and is ≥ 95%.

Protein Expression and Purification

BAZ2AA-c002 was a gift from Nicola Burgess-Brown (Addgene plasmid #53623). For crystallization purposes, BAZ2A (aa. 1796–1899) and BAZ2B (aa. 1858–1972) bromodomains were produced as previously described [9]. Briefly, proteins were purified by IMAC, followed by buffer exchange, tag removal by TEV protease, a second IMAC and a size-exclusion chromatography. For the AlphaScreen assay, bromodomains were left with the 6×His-tag and then subjected to size-exclusion chromatography, using a Superdex 75 column, immediately after the first purification step by IMAC.

AlphaScreen Assay

Recombinant His tagged BAZ2A and BAZ2B bromodomains were tested by alpha technology in the presence of a biotinylated histone H3 acetylated lysine 14 peptide (H3K(Ac)14), H-YQTKRASKGGK(Ac)APRKQLATKAK(Biotin)-OH [26] using the AlphaScreen Histidine detection kit (Perkin Elmer). The assays were performed in 384 optilates (Perkin Elmer) as already described [27] using equimolar amount of ligands at hooking point (750 nM) evaluated after 1 hr incubation at room temperature in buffer A (50 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1% BSA, 0.05% CHAPS). Compounds, dissolved in DMSO, were tested in duplicate or dose-response and IC50 values were obtained by nonlinear regression of log(dose)-response fit using GraphPad Prism software. DMSO was kept below 2% as final concentration and data were normalized against corresponding DMSO controls.

BROMOscan Assay

Assays were performed at DiscoverX with the BROMOscan profiling service. BROMOscan is a competition-based technology using a ligand immobilized to a solid support and DNA-tagged bromodomains. Bromodomains are incubated with the ligand in the presence and absence of the putative inhibitors and eluted to be quantified by qPCR. Small molecules inhibiting the bromodomain binding to the immobilized ligand will reduce the amount of bromodomain captured and thus the qPCR signal [28]. The ligand used for the assay is proprietary and undisclosed. Dissociation constants (Kd) were calculated by fitting a 12-point dilution curve with starting concentration in the range 0.2-0.4 mM (depending on compound solubility) and a dilution factor of 3.0. All dose-responses were measured in duplicates.

Crystalization, Data Collection and Structure Solution

Co-crystallization of BAZ2A with the compounds of interest and crystallization and soaking for the BAZ2B bromodomain were performed as previously described [29]. Compounds were dissolved in crystallization or soaking solutions devoid of DMSO, which does bind in the Kac pocket of bromodomains [18, 30].

Diffraction data were collected at the Elettra Synchrotron Light Source (Trieste, Italy), XRD1 beamline (PDB 6FG6, 6FG7, 6FG8, 6FG9, 6FGL, 6FGT, 6FGU, 6FGV and 6FGW) and at the Swiss Light Source, Paul Scherrer Institute (Villigen, Switzerland), beamline PXI (PDB 6FH6 and 6FH7). Data were processed with XDS [31] and Aimsless [32]; high resolution cutoff was selected according to Karplus and Diederichs [33]. BAZ2B crystals soaked with compounds 1 and 2 (PDB 6FH6 and 6FH7) were strongly anisotropic: ellipsoidal diffraction data were treated making use of the STARANISO server (http://staraniso.globalphasing.org/cgi-bin/staraniso.cgi). Structures were solved by molecular replacement with Phaser [34] using PDB 4IR5 as search model for BAZ2B and PDB 5MGJ for BAZ2A. Initial models were refined alternating cycles of automatic refinement with either Phenix [35] and manual model building with COOT [36].

Data collection and refinement statistics are reported in Table S2 and S3. Electron densities are shown in Fig. S4 for compounds 1-8 in all structures reported here.

Accession Codes

BAZ2A structures were deposited to the PDB with accession numbers 6FG6 (compound 1), 6FG7 (compound 2), 6FGV (compound 3), 6FGW (compound 4), 6FGG (compound 5), 6FGH (compound 6), 6FGI (compound 7), and 6FGL (compound 8). BAZ2B structures were deposited to the PDB with accession numbers 6FH6 (compound 1), 6FH7 (compound 2), 6FGT (compound 3), and 6FGU (compound 4). Atomic coordinates and
experimental data will be released upon article publication.
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Supplementary Tables: 2D structures of all 1-methylpyridinyl compounds and their binding-competition activities on BAZ2A measured by AlphaScreen in single dose; X-ray data collection and refinement statistics.

Supplementary Figures: AlphaScreen/BROMOscan dose-response curves for the selected compounds, BAZ2A crystallographic packing induced by stacking of compound 5; electron density for compounds whose structure in complex with BAZ2 bromodomains has been described here.
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Very limited differences can be identified in the Kac binding pockets of BAZ2A and BAZ2B bromodomains, which are however sufficient to determine different poses for the bound inhibitors and could be exploited for the design of selective inhibitors.